0686. MOZART TO HIS FATHER, SALZBURG
À / Monsieur / Monsieur Leopold Mozart / maitre de la Chapelle de
S: A: R: / l’archeveque de et à / Salzbourg
Vienne ce 17 d’Août
Mon trés chèr Pére!1
1782
[5]
In my last letter I forgot to say that my wife and I carried out our devotions together at
the Theatines2 on Purtiunkula3 day – even if devotion had not truly driven us to this, we
would have had to do it for the certificate without which we would not have been able to be
wedded. – For some time too, as single people, [10] we always went together to both Holy
Mass and to confession and communion – and I have found that I would never have prayed so
fervently, confessed so devoutly and taken communion as at her side; – and it was the same
for her too; – in a word, we are made for each other – and God, who orders all things, and
consequently has also decreed this, will not abandon us. [15] We both thank you most
obediently for your paternal blessing. – You will hopefully have received the letter from my
wife in the meantime. –
Regarding Gluck4 I have the same thoughts as those that you, my dearest father, put in
your letter. – Only I would like to tell you something more. – The gentlemen of Vienna, [20]
|: understood, however, to mean primarily the <Emperor5> :| should on no account believe
that I am on earth because of Vienna alone. – There is no monarch in the world that I am
happier to serve than the Emperor – but I am not prepared to beg for any position in service. –
I believe I am capable enough to bring honour to any court. – If Germany, my beloved
fatherland, of which I am proud [25] |: as you know :| will not receive me, then, in God’s
name, France or England must again be enriched by one more skilful German, and that to the
shame of the German nation. – You are well aware that in almost all the arts it was always the
Germans who excelled – but where did they find their fortune, their fame? – [30] quite
certainly not in Germany! – Even Gluck – did Germany make this great man of him? –
unfortunately not! – Countess Thun,6 – Count Zitschy,7 Baron van Suiten8 – even Prince
Kaunitz9 is very dissatisfied with the Emperor because he does not show more appreciation
for people of talent – and lets them leave his territories. – The latter recently said to Archduke
Maximilian,10 as the talk turned to me, [35] that such people only come into the world once in
a hundred years, and one must not drive such people out of Germany – especially if one is so
fortunate as actually to have them in the Emperor’s city of residence. – You would not believe
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how kind and courteous Prince Kaunitz was to me when I visited him. – At the end he added:
– I am indebted to you, my dear Mozart, [40] for taking the trouble to visit me etc. Nor could
you believe how much effort Countess Thun, Baron van Suiten and other important people are
making to keep me here – but – on the other hand I cannot wait so long – nor do I at all wish
to wait for a merciful intervention – I find that in fact |: even if he is the Emperor :| I am not
so dependent on his grace. – [45] My idea is to go to Paris in the coming Lent: not simply to
see if anything turns up, needless to say. – I have therefore written to Legros11 and am waiting
for an answer. – Here I have also said this in conversation – especially to the important
people. – As you know, one can often throw in something of this kind in during conversation,
which has more effect than if one makes a dictatorial proclamation. [50] – if I can get myself
engaged for the Concerts Spirituel and the Concert des amateurs12 – and if I am not left
without pupils – and since I now have a wife, I can attend to them more easily and more
diligently; – then with composing etc: – but the main thing for me is the opera. – I have
therefore been training in French daily since then [55] – and have now already taken 3 lessons
in English. – in 3 months I hope to be able to read and understand English books passably. –
Now I wish you well in every way. My wife and I kiss your hands 1000 times and I am, sir,
eternally
your most obedient son,
[60]
W: A: Mozart mp13
14
P: S: What then is Luigi Gatti saying? –
My compliments to Perwein.15
I hope the alteration in the health
on my dear sister will not be of
[65] consequence; – My dear wife and I
kiss her 1000 times and hope that
she may now already be completely
well again. Adieu.
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